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MECM 90009 - Global Crisis Reporting  
Media Report 
 
Applying Framing and Proximity in Reporting the Terrorist 

Attack in New Zealand 
 

Introduction  

On March 15, 2019, randomly gun shootings happened at two mosques in Christchurch, 

New Zealand. The murders shooting inside the mosque during Friday afternoon prayers 

and caused fifty people died. After the shooting, all schools and hospitals in that area 

were placed under lockdown. All mosques in New Zealand were warned to close doors. 

One of the suspects charged with murder was an Australian man, and he used five 

firearms in this attack, including semiautomatic refile (ABC 2019).  

   

A gun shooting of this magnitude which can be defined as a terror attack is rare in New 

Zealand history. Terrorism is one form of violence with political motives, and it can be 

carried out by “targeted killings” as well as “indiscriminate vandalism”. What is 

important is that terrorists not only aim to threaten people’s life but also convey the 

message to specific groups and even nations (Morin, 2016, p. 988). In Christchurch 
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shooting attack, the gunman broadcasted live-streaming whole process of shooting in 

several social media platforms, and it also found that he had posted the ‘manifesto’ of 

racism and violence through Facebook pages a few days before his planned attack. The 

tragedy happened in New Zealand received considerable attention from global media. 

More than expressing sympathy, in the meanwhile, press all around the world are 

thinking more profound questions of gun control and extreme thoughts of white 

supremacy. This report will focus on the comparison of crisis reporting of this terrorist 

attack from the United States and Australia and explored how the Christchurch shooting 

attack was framed in two different contexts.  

  

Literature Review 

The theory of framing should be identified first to understand how global media 

organises and reports international crisis of terrorism. Khakimova Storie, Madden and 

Liu (2014, p. 431) categorised framing strategies that are used by covering crisis into 

several kinds. One of them is organisational control frames, and it is used to define 

the terrorist event as an individual case or as a social event, which may lead different 
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audience response of either tend to blame specific actors in the crisis or the whole 

society. Public impact frames are used to emphasise the outcomes of a crisis on the 

public and communities, including the effects of human interest. Crime frame and 

vengeance frame are usually applied when reporting the action of terrorists (2014, p. 

431). As Chen and Yang (2019, p. 396) stated that many factors affect crisis reporting 

frames conducted by international media, for instance, the difference of social 

ideology, religion as well as relations between countries.   

 

Many previous pieces of literatures focused on the framework utilised by global 

media to formulate international terrorism. When terrorism was framed in different 

patterns, the public’s perception of a terrorist attack can be diversified (Kwon, 

Chadha & Pellizzaro, 2017 p. 872). Frames in reporting terrorism can be a 

multifunctional strategy that identifies responsible parties, make judgements based 

on morality, and present solutions for a crisis (Papacharissi & Oliveira, 2008 p. 54). 

Morin (2016, p. 988) mentioned that media form multiple relationships among 

terrorism, politics and audience. Terrorists tend to expose terrorist attack through 
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media to spread their spread the individual or extreme collective declaration to the 

government. Government need to state the interpretation and remedies for a 

particular terrorist attack to the public through media. Various types of contents can 

be set to form news tone. McLinden and Barclay (2017, p 211) illustrated that 

journalists could choose to quote speech from politicians, government spokesman 

and people who have the authority to define the terrorism.  At the same time, it can 

be considered as government framing aims through media reports, which may 

implement the government’s agenda like improving civic consciousness of terrorism 

and adopting anti-terrorism measures. Papacharissi and Oliveira (2008 p. 57) also 

discussed that news frame construct the information flows about policy launching 

between the government and the public.  

 

Media coverage in a global context can be created differently in alternative countries 

and regions, therefore, when discussing the factors that may influence the choice of 

institutional media frame, the concept of proximity should be introduced. Chen and 

Yang (2019 p. 397) argued the proximity is the vital factor that can determine the 
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news frame in media display of an international terrorism event, and they raised the 

multi-proximity model which emerged in terrorism reporting all around the world. 

Previous scholars explained various effects. In terms of the ideological proximity, 

Chen and Yang (2019 p. 398) stated the dominant ideology in the society could 

influence how the journalists portray the terrorists, and its effect is more noticeable 

when distinguishing the “democratic” Western countries and “autocratic” Eastern 

countries. Religious proximity is another factor which affects the terrorism media 

frame. Western media tend to hold stereotype and divide the involving groups in a 

terrorist attack by race and culture, and they possibly define the Muslims who believe 

in Islam are largely linked to terrorism. However, Islamic media tend to distinguish 

themselves from terrorists and identify their religion (2019 p. 399). Furthermore, 

bilateral relations proximity can also be taken into account, because the status of the 

relationship between the host country and victim country may influence attitude that 

journalists choose to frame the terrorism (2019 p. 400). Kwon, Chadha and Pellizzaro 

(2017 p. 874) also considered proximity as an essential element in foreign news 

frames of terrorism, and they discussed proximity as geographic distance. When the 
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event happened in a location far away from journalists’ nation, they present more 

general narrative, while news coverages describe more specific actions of crisis when 

they are close and even neighbouring countries (2017 p. 876). They also extended the 

concept further as “psychological distance” which includes social proximity. It 

presents how close a media perceives another nation in which the crisis happened. 

For examples, if the host country they considered other nation as friends, socially 

close neighbours, they may use different news frames in terrorism reporting (2017 p. 

876). Based on the theories, for analysing international media crisis reporting 

towards New Zealand terrorist attack, I propose two research questions: How did the 

Australian media and American media frame the terror attack in Christchurch, New 

Zealand? Did the effect of proximity influence the frame structure used by two nations’ 

media?  

 

Methodology  

This study focuses on the online media converge of New Zealand crisis from two news 

institutions: Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) from Australia and the New 
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York Times (NYT) from the United States. Australia is a country geographically and 

socially close to New Zealand, and the U.S. is threatened by terrorism and shooting 

incidents, especially after 9/11 attacks. Both two organisations have a high reputation 

on global reporting for their professional paradigm and credibility. The analysis will 

cover news releases from march 15 to 22, 2019, from ABC and NYT. By searching the 

term ‘Christchurch, New Zealand, Attack’, I found 79 news reports in ABC and 68 in 

NYT within one week after the crisis happened.  

 

The main method will be frame analysis which explores how news agencies in two 

countries depicted the rare terrorist attack in New Zealand as well as which angle and 

narrative they accessed to interpret the attribution of crisis, conflicts and effects for 

human interest (Khakimova Storie, Madden &Liu, 2014 p.431). What is more, 

discourse analysis will also be used to identify different relations of those social actors 

involved in this crisis, including criminals, vulnerable groups, government 

representatives as well as experts and scholars. A comparison of news coverage 

between Australia and the U.S. will present differences in delivering international 
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terrorism reporting under their various ideology, social identities and cultural 

background. 

  

Analysis  

After the terrorist attack happened in Christchurch, both ABC News and the New York 

Times first time reported the news. In the initial reporting, both of them updated on the 

scene of the incident. ABC News put a video of Australian Prime Minister Scoot 

Morrison’s statement of “Australia was grieving with New Zealanders over the 

extremist, right-wing terrorist attack” on the top of the news. A video of New Zealand 

Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern’s condemn of mosque shooting was also inserted among 

the N.Z. police’s report of the attack, and her declaration of extremists have “absolutely 

no place in New Zealand” [i]. To support NZ police, ABC expressed that they would 

not broadcast any footages and alleged manifesto that posted by the gunman online. 

New York Times put a video of the witness of the attack on the top of news and listed 

several key points of this incident at the first part of reporting, besides the presenting 

the causality of the conflict, Times devoted more space to the describing the suspects 
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and nationalities of injuries. Instead of presenting Ardern’s condemn, Times 

emphasised on her vows of giving compensation for the victims’ family and the change 

of gun laws. In terms of U.S. President Donald Trump’s response to this attack, Times 

first paraphrased his answer for a question from a journalist. “He didn’t see white 

nationalism as a growing threat worldwide” and “rejected suggestions that white 

nationalism is a rising menace”, and at last, it mentioned Trump’s condemn by quoting 

what he said: “it’s a horrible event” [vii]. It is observed that ABC focused on what New 

Zealand government and police did and announced after the terrorist attack occurred, 

and the tone of reporting was supportive for victim country by delivering A.U. prime 

minister’s condemn. New York Times reported the crisis from a global view by listing 

comprehensive factual details without emphasis a specific aspect. However, it is worth 

mentioning another subtitle of “attacks on mosques and Muslim leaders on rising in the 

West” in Times’ reporting was following the Trump’s statement, which implicated a 

potential clash of views and further discussion.   
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Various social actors were involved in the construction of New Zealand Terrorist attack 

reporting. Two news institutions organised opinions from social actors and assigned 

attribution for the whole event with different angles which represent each countries 

ideology standpoints. In the subsequent reports, the New York Times emphasised on 

the discussion of the white extremism from a globalised viewpoint. One reporting wrote 

that even though New Zealand was far away from the United States, “videos of the 

killer show that he was deeply entrenched in the global far-right”. It also presented 

detailed content of the gunman’s manifesto, highlighted his identity of a white 

supremacist killer as well as his comment on Trump, “a symbol of renewed white 

identity and common purpose” [viii]. Morin (2016, p. 1001) pointed out after the 9/11 

attack, the U.S. actively worried about terrorism and even made the blacklists of 

nations which were possibly committed to terrorism. The statistics showed that in 

the U.S, Muslim-linked deadly attacks was 6%, but under the ideology of anti-

Muslim, media reports’ partial representation extended “the perception of Muslims 

as the main threat”. What is important is in this crisis, Muslims were the victim 

groups, and we can witness a shift in consciousness in Times’ reporting. It aimed to 
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reveal the rising threats of extreme white nationalism and Trump’s effect among the 

issues. For instance, one reporting mentioned Trump formulated policies against 

Muslims, and “courted white nationalists” [viii]. In another opinion-based reporting, 

the journalist expressed sharp ideas of Trump’s behaviour of tolerating and even 

legitimising the anti-Muslims prejudice made problems embedded in the whole society 

and finally led the white supremacist violence in the end [ix]. One article quoted a New 

Zealand’s commentator’s talk, which indicated that for going deeper thinking of this 

unprecedented crisis, “we need to understand American laws because they affect us” 

[x]. Time’s reporting paid much attention to the aggravation of white nationalism in the 

U.S. when it narrated this terrorist attack and presented the ideology of reflective 

thinking of seriousness of American extreme white nationalism and its adverse effects 

on other countries (like New Zealand).   

 

In terms of the further narrative construction of New Zealand terrorist attack, as a 

neighbour countries news agency, ABC’s reports showed characteristics of proximity. 

ABC described the attack as a tragedy with sympathetic tone by reporting mourning 
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held in several cities in A.U., in the meantime, it highlighted the standpoint of 

“Australia stands with the Muslim community” [iii], which was similar to the New 

Zealand’s cultural ideology. Comparing to the New York Times, more social actors 

including politicians, scholars and experts with authority contributed to assigning 

responsibilities of this event in ABC reporting, and the tone of the coverage remained 

supportive. ABC underlined gun control as the key factor of this attack. Journalist 

expressed that gun laws were “the only area” in which New Zealand can be blamed [v]. 

One report posted a video of New Zealand PM Ardern’s promise of immediate change 

the gun law in the country as well as a video of former PM Helen Clark’s opinion of 

the gun law “has room for improvement” in New Zealand [iv]. In this report, a counter-

terrorism expert’s talk was highlighted to explain how much the lethality of 

semiautomatic weapons that the terrorist used in this attack and compare the situation 

gun law between Australia and New Zealand. To some extent, it can be considered as 

educational purpose in ABC’s terrorism reporting.  
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Besides posting analysis of specific causality direct at this terrorist attack, ABC also 

implemented discursive strategies for propaganda the ideology of counter-terrorism 

especially towards white extremists. ABC journalists then reported the voice from 

Muslims in N.Z., one of them raised his wish of the government could inquire if the 

Muslims were “over-monitored”, while far-right extremists were “negligent” in N.Z. 

[vi]. Although the ABC’s report mentioned Donald Trump’s right-wing policies and 

defined it as “toxic politics”, different from the New York Times, ABC News focused 

more on stating the facts of the same threats exist in Australia as its neighbour, New 

Zealand. One report wrote that in Australia society, there was a “steady growth of right-

wing extremist and right supremacist ideas” and “Islamophobia particular” [v], and 

called for Australia being vigilant and devote to prevent violent extremism. In another 

reporting, Australian politicians’ warned the massacre is “a product of the ever-

increasing Islamophobia” and urged the A.U. government to do actions “against 

'atmosphere of hate and division” [ii].  

 

Conclusion  
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A horrific terrorist attack happened in New Zealand where society state is always 

peaceful shocked the world. Global media paid a lot of attention in this case. As a news 

institution in neighbouring country, Australian Broadcasting Corporation’s reports 

have characteristics of proximity. It expressed strong empathy by describing New 

Zealand as ‘family and friends’ and a definite attitude of supporting New Zealand 

politically. The similar social structure of multi-ethnic and multi-faith allows cultural 

proximity to emerging, and it reflected in Australian news reporting in this attack. ABC 

attributed the tragedy to New Zealand gun laws as well as the deeper social problem of 

raising threats from white extremists, which represents ABC’s discursive strategy of 

self-examination in terms of potential the same issue of terrorism in A.U. It aimed to 

increase government and the public’s counter-terrorism awareness and report what is a 

matter for the public in Australia.  

 

Geographically close countries used to apply “specific vocabularies” to depict concrete 

behaviour, while countries which are far away from the victim nation can perceive the 

crisis as collective events instead of focusing on it as an individual event (Kwon, 
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Chadha & Pellizzaro, 2017 p. 876). When it comes to reports from the New York 

Times, journalists’ interpretation of this terrorist attack showed a different ideology. 

Reporters did not arrange much ink on particular reasons such as gun control problem 

in New Zealand towards this crisis, from the distant point of view, they constructed 

the existing conflicts of extreme white nationalism within the United States. The 

narrative was presented around the social actor, US President Donald Trump, and 

the tone of those reports criticised his right-wing policies. It may indicate anti-

Muslimism sentiment in the US had been shaken.  
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